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A B S T R A C T   

Maxillofacial bone defects caused by congenital malformations, trauma, tumors, and inflammation can severely 
affect functions and aesthetics of maxillofacial region. Despite certain successful clinical applications of 
biomaterial scaffolds, ideal bone regeneration remains a challenge in maxillofacial region due to its irregular 
shape, complex structure, and unique biological functions. Scaffolds that address multiple needs of maxillofacial 
bone regeneration are under development to optimize bone regeneration capacity, costs, operational conve-
nience. etc. In this review, we first highlight the special considerations of bone regeneration in maxillofacial 
region and provide an overview of the biomaterial scaffolds for maxillofacial bone regeneration under clinical 
examination and their efficacy, which provide basis and directions for future scaffold design. Latest advances of 
these scaffolds are then discussed, as well as future perspectives and challenges. Deepening our understanding of 
these scaffolds will help foster better innovations to improve the outcome of maxillofacial bone tissue 
engineering.   

1. Introduction 

Maxillofacial bone defects can be caused by congenital malforma-
tions, trauma, tumors, and inflammation. These defects severely affect 
the function and aesthetics of the jaw, leading to a reduction in the 
patient’s quality of life. However, regenerating bone in the maxillofacial 
region is clinically challenging due to the area’s irregular shape, com-
plex structure, and biological functions. 

Successful bone repair requires the interplay of stem cells and 
numerous growth factors within the healing niche. When large bone 
defects exceed the “critical size,” natural healing is hopeless, and mea-
sures like bone grafts or substitutes implantation should be taken [1]. 
Autografts have been considered the “gold standard” for bone repair for 
over a century [2]. However, recent studies have shown that alveolar 
bone tissue engineering using α-tricalcium phosphate loaded with or 

without mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) is equally effective, raising 
questions about whether autografts are still the gold standard for the 
repair of alveolar bone defects [3]. 

Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine have drawn great 
attention in recent decades, and a variety of studies are underway to 
evaluate biomaterial-based strategies for better regeneration of maxil-
lofacial bone. Biomaterial scaffolds provide support for cell growth, 
deliver cell signals, and exert dramatic influences on the microenvi-
ronment of tissue formation. Different types of biomaterials, such as 
bone grafts, bioceramics, natural and synthetic polymers, and tooth 
derivates, have been applied clinically in the maxillofacial region. 
However, there are still drawbacks like unsatisfying amounts and 
structures of regenerated bone, complications, or a lack of long-term 
stability [4]. Therefore, it is crucial to refine our understanding of the 
requisites and status quo of maxillofacial bone tissue engineering to 
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develop more ideal biomaterial scaffolds for maxillofacial bone regen-
eration that will fully recover the normal physiologic functions of the 
defect areas. 

This article highlights the special considerations for bone tissue en-
gineering in maxillofacial regions, elaborates on a series of current 

clinical explorations for maxillofacial bone repair, and summarizes the 
latest advances in maxillofacial bone tissue engineering. Potential 
challenges of future research and obstacles in clinical translation are also 
discussed. 

Fig. 1. Special considerations in scaffold design for bone tissue engineering in maxillofacial regions.  

Fig. 2. Macropore (>100 μm) size and controlled microporosity (<20 μm) can significantly influence bone regeneration. (A) Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) 
showed surface texture (a–c) and remineralization of scaffolds (d–i) with different pore size (480, 600, and 720 μm) after soaking in simulated body fluid liquid for 14 
days. The formation of hydroxyapatite clusters became larger as the pore size increased (d–i), with a Ca/P ratio of 1.57(i). (B–C) McNeal staining (40 × , 100 × ) (B) 
and quantitative analysis (C) of bone regeneration were shown in rabbit mandibular defect model. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [13]. (D) Rod structure of the 
microporous (MP) or non-microporous (NMP) biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP) scaffold. (E) Histological evaluation of MP or NMP scaffolds in pig mandibular 
defect model. In the macropores of MP scaffolds, mineralized bone is anchored in rods (b and d). In NMP, bone is not anchored (f). (b, new bone; s, scaffold rods; st, 
fibrous soft tissue.) (F) Photograph illustration of microporous 3D printed scaffold and the effect of capillarity on in vivo bone formation. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [17]. 
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2. Optimizing scaffold design for bone tissue engineering in 
maxillofacial regions: special considerations (Fig. 1) 

2.1. Considerations in physical properties 

2.1.1. Customized shape 
The contour and continuity of maxillofacial bone play a crucial role 

in both facial symmetry and oral function. Scaffold architecture largely 
determines the shape of newly formed bone [5], making it essential for 
the scaffold to fit the irregular shape of maxillofacial bone. To achieve 
this, three-dimensional (3D) printing combined with computer digital 

technology has emerged as a promising technique for scaffold manu-
facture due to its precise control over the fabrication process and ease of 
use. The resulting 3D-printed macro-microstructures can mimic the 
desired tissue morphology and serve as excellent delivery vehicles for 
local, sustained release of drugs and/or biomolecules [6]. In addition to 
solid 3D scaffolds, injectable materials, such as shape-adaptable in-situ 
gelatinizing hydrogel scaffolds, have also been developed to fill irregular 
bone defects with undercuts. For example, Zhou et al. created a bio-
mimetic porous hydrogel with controllable magnesium ion release for 
accelerated bone regeneration, which undergoes a liquid-to-solid phase 
transition when injected into bone defects [7]. Thermal-sensitive 

Fig. 3. S-Gelatin/recombinant human BMP-2 (rhBMP-2) hydrogel could enhance angiogenesis and osteogenesis. (A) S-Gelatin/rhBMP-2 hydrogel could rapidly 
activate BMP-2 type II receptors (BMPR2) on MSCs to induce differentiation and cytokine secretion to recapitulate in situ osteogenesis. (B) The SEM and energy 
spectrum analysis (EDS) of hydrogels. (C) The release behavior of rhBMP-2 in the hydrogels. (D) CD31 staining was evidently increased in S-Gelatin/rhBMP-2 
compared with that in Gelatin/rhBMP-2 in vivo. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [39]. 

Table 1 
Clinical trials on alveolar bone augmentation with different biomaterials.  

Subject number 
(age) 

Intervention Follow-up Outcome Severe complications Ref. 

11 (49.91 ±
12.95) 

Decellularized, degreased cancellous 
bovine bone 

8 m post-surgery 
12 m post loading 

Bone height increased by 1.95 ± 0.19 mm, 2.39 ±
0.38 mm, 2.91 ± 0.56 mm, 3.28 ± 0.63 mm at 12 
months post loading at four measured planes. 

—— [52] 

15 (54.5 ± 8.34) Collagenated xenogeneic bone block 
(Bio-Graft®) 

24w 84.6 % attained enough bone volume for implant 
insertion without additional contouring. 

33.3 % soft tissue dehiscence, 
1 case of allergy. 

[49] 

5 (mean 51.6) Bio-Graft® Mean 28.9 month Horizontal width gain of 3.6 ± 1.22 mm. Graft failure in 4 of 5 patients, 
Averagely 67.3 ± 9.5 % of soft 
connective tissue within grafts. 

[50] 

40 (control: 
50.85 ± 7.71; 
test: 49.05 ±
7.76) 

Control: Bio-Oss® 
Test: PRF + Bio-Oss® 

6 m post-surgery 
2y post-loading 

Mean augmentation thickness: test (1.63 ± 0.21 
mm, 2.59 ± 0.34 mm, 3.11 ± 0.36 mm at all 
measured levels) > control (1.34 ± 0.14 mm, 2.49 
± 0.24 mm, and 2.97 ± 0.24 mm) 

—— [53] 

18 (mean 56.8) 1:1 mixture of Bio-Oss® + autologous 
bone (AB) 

7 m post-surgery 
3y post-loading 

Average horizontal bone gain of 5.03 ± 2.15 mm —— [54] 

38 (45 ± 13) AB 10y Implant success rate of 98.1 % and graft resorption 
of 7.7 % after 10 years. Gender (more resorbed in 
females) and donor site (chin > retromolar) affect 
resorption. 

– [51] 

28 (mean 65.8) Corticocancellous or cancellous 
freeze-dried bone allograft (FDBA) 

4 m post-grafting, 
24 m post-implant 
placement 

Implant survival rate of 100 % 
Resorption rate: cancellous grafts (29.2 % ± 2.6) >
corticocancellous grafts (19.3 % ± 2.3). 
Grafts in recipients with low bone density and 
smokers are resorbed more prominently. 

—— [55] 

40 (not 
specified) 

Control: FDBA 
Test: FDBA + AB 

6 m Similar augmentation outcomes. – [56] 

30 (48.5 ± 17) Control: FDBA; Test: thick and 
expandable multilayer sugar cross- 
linked collagen scaffold (Ossix 
Volumax, OV). 

9 m Sites volume increase: control (from 266 ± 149 mm3 

to 360 ± 138 mm3) > test (negligible). 
– [58]  
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hydrogels with excellent in-situ injectability and controlled biomolecule 
delivery have also shown promise in enhancing bone regeneration in 
critical-sized calvarial bone defects or periodontal tissues [8,9]. How-
ever, controlling the flow of hydrogel during injection to a specific site 
can sometimes be difficult due to gravity. Thus, combining 3D scaffolds 
with hydrogels may offer a possible strategy to overcome this challenge. 

2.1.2. Pore geometry 
The design of bone tissue engineering scaffolds should prioritize 

creating a three-dimensional and highly porous space with an inter-
connected pore network to support cell growth. The scaffold’s pore 
interconnectivity is directly linked to vascularization, cell seeding, 
guided cell migration, transportation of nutrients and metabolic waste, 

Fig. 4. Application of biomaterial scaffolds in alveolar bone regeneration. (A–B) Preoperative radiographical and clinical view of a patient with severe ridge 
resorption. (C–D) Harvest calvarial bone at donor site and fix the grafts in the mandibular recipient site. (E–F) After graft integration, osteosynthesis screws were 
removed and dental implants were placed. (G–H) Radiographical and clinical view after implant prosthetic rehabilitation. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [57]. 

Fig. 5. Application of biomaterial scaffolds in jawbone defect repair. (A) Pre-operative radiograph shows a radiolucent area of the right mandible in a 42-year-old 
Japanese male. (B) Intraoral photograph of the right mandibular region. (C) Large jawbone defect was detected after cystectomy and extraction of the first and second 
molars. (D–E) The defect area was implanted with octacalcium phosphate–collagen sponge disks and sutured. (F–I) Radiographs on the day after the operation and 
after 3, 6, and 12 postoperative months show the repair of jawbone. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [61]. 
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and tissue ingrowth, all of which are critical for osteogenesis during the 
first 4 weeks after implantation [10,11]. 

Pore size is another essential factor influencing bone tissue ingrowth, 
bearing strength, and soft tissue invasion. The optimal pore size range 
for bone regeneration scaffolds is typically considered to be 300–500 
μm, with porosity in the 70–90 % range, promoting bone ingrowth, 
vascularization, and innervation [12]. However, a recent study has 
proposed a new ideal pore/bottleneck dimension of 700-1200 μm, 
which is two to four-fold larger than previously believed [11]. In the 
maxillofacial region, where abundant blood circulation is required, 
adjusting the pore dimension to 600 μm may be the most beneficial for 
repairing mandibular bone defects compared with 480 and 720 μm, as 
demonstrated in a rabbit mandibular defect model (Fig. 2A–C) [13]. A 
possible explanation is that large pore size facilitates the nutrient and 
oxygen supply and thus enhances osteogenesis. However, the nutrient 
and oxygen supply will be saturated when pore dimension is increased 
to a particular size, and the large pore dimension is not conducive to 
bone interconnectivity. Additionally, pore size needs to be tailored to 
different forces in specific surgical sites. A pore size of 750 μm may 
enhance cell infiltration in areas with lower forces, such as the sinus 
floor, while a pore size of 490 μm is better suited for load-bearing areas, 
such as the lateral mandible, to withstand strong forces during masti-
cation [14]. The potential invasion of soft tissue should also be consid-
ered in scaffold design, with smaller pore sizes of 200–300 μm preferred 
for preventing fibrous tissue penetration [15]. When constructing scaf-
folds with larger pores, it may be necessary to use barrier membranes to 
achieve superior bone formation. Besides, the uniformity of the pore 
structure is also critical for tissue engineering, with uniform pore 
structure within each region and different pore sizes in different regions 
being a promising solution [16]. 

2.1.3. Micro-structured topographies 
Optimization of macroporous scaffold performance can be achieved 

through the design of surface micro-structured topographies. Macro-
pores (>100 μm) are critical for bone ingrowth and vascularization, but 
studies have shown that microporosity (<20 μm) can also enhance bone 
growth. Controlled microporosity combined with macropores can 
significantly improve bone regeneration by promoting capillarity and 
homogeneous bone distribution within the scaffold. When microporous 
scaffolds were submerged in phosphatic buffered saline (MP-Wet) before 
implantation and no longer had active micropore-induced capillary 
forces, homogeneity of bone distribution was impaired (Fig. 2D–F). This 
approach can be particularly beneficial for treating large and load- 
bearing bone defects [17]. In addition, the incorporation of different 
types of micro/nano surface topography in scaffold design has been 
found to promote osteogenic differentiation of stem cells and enhance 
bone regeneration by targeting mitogen-activated protein kinase 
(MAPK), signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT), and 
AKT signaling pathways [18]. Micro/nanostructured modifications have 
also been applied to titania surfaces in implant dentistry to promote 
bone integration [19]. Physical stimulation of cells by the surface 
topography of scaffolds can enhance bioactivity and biocompatibility 
and accelerate bone repair by modulating the physical microenviron-
ment that favors cell and tissue growth at the bone defect site [20]. 

2.1.4. Mechanical properties 
Bone engineering scaffolds should have mechanical properties that 

match the tissues at the site of implantation to provide adequate me-
chanical support and prevent excessive deformation, which may lead to 
failure of nascent tissue formation [21]. Maxillofacial bone has a higher 
remodeling rate and lower mineralization and mass density compared to 
femur due to the presence of larger osteocyte lacunae [22,23]. As a 
result, low values of bone mineralization led to low levels of Young’s 
modulus and high fracture toughness, which should be taken into ac-
count when designing scaffolds for maxillofacial bone regeneration 
[24]. Additionally, bones in different maxillofacial regions exhibit 

Table 2 
Clinical studies using biomaterials for jawbone defects.  

Patient 
number 
(age) 

Disease/condition Intervention Follow- 
up 

Outcome Severe complications Ref. 

54 (range 
10–65) 

Large mandibular 
defect due to benign 
tumors 

Non-vascularized iliac bone graft 3y The complete survival rate of grafts was 
87.0 %, and the partial survival rate was 
98.1 % (6 cases of chronic fistulas were 
included). 

2 cases of submandibular effusion, 2 
submandibular abscesses, 6 chronic 
oral fistulas, 1 graft failure. 

[59] 

8 (mean 
36) 

Complex 
zygomatico- 
maxillary defects 

3D-printed polycaprolactone/ 
beta tricalcium phosphate (PCL/ 
β-TCP) scaffold 

6 m Mean bone fraction volume (newly 
formed bone/total implant volume) of 
23.34 % (range 7.81%–66.21 %). 

1 case of implant exposure in a 
patient who had undergone radiation 
treatment, possible allergy. 

[60]  

Table 3 
Clinical studies using biomaterials for periapical defects.  

Patient number (age) condition/disease Intervention Follow- 
up 

Outcome Ref. 

33 (not specified) apical surgery Control 
Test1: MTA 
Test2: PRF 
Test3: MTA + PRF 

1y Lesion volume reduction: test1≈test3 >
test2≈control. 

[62] 

44 (mean control: 49.7; test1: 44.8; 
test2: 44.9; test3: 43.5) 

apical surgery Control 
Test1: Bio-Gide® 
Test2: L-PRF 
Test3: L-PRF + Bio-Gide® 

1y Lesion volume reduction: test1 ≈ test3 > test2 ≈
control. 

[63] 

20 (mean 24) apical surgery Control 
Test: PRP + calcium 
sulfate (CS) + AB 

20w The mean percentage increase in bone formation: 
test (87 %) > control (49 %). 

[64] 

32 (27.84 ± 5.5) through-and -through apical 
lesion 

Control 
Test: PRP 

1y Success rate: test (87.5 %) > control (50 %). 
Lesion volume reduction: test (92.30 % ± 4.72 %) >
control (83.04 % ± 12.82 %). 

[66] 

30(control: 25.67 ± 6.83; test: 27.93 
± 8.30) 

apicomarginal defects of 
endodontic origin 

Control 
Test: PRF 

1y Similar success rates. [65]  
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different mechanical performance. For instance, the trabecular bone in 
the anterior mandible has a significantly higher density, which leads to 
higher elastic modulus and ultimate compressive strength compared to 
other regions [25]. Therefore, scaffold materials and abovementioned 
pore size should fit mechanical needs of specific sites especially when 
dealing with large bone defects that involve different maxillofacial re-
gions and need to withstand masticatory forces to fulfill their function. It 
should be noted that while most experimental studies have character-
ized the mechanical properties of designed scaffolds and evaluated the 
quantity and vascularization of newly formed bone tissue, their ability to 
function effectively under physiological circumstances such as masti-
catory stress remains to be investigated. 

2.2. Considerations in biological properties 

2.2.1. Osteogenesis and angiogenesis 
Numerous studies have shown that bioengineering of bone tissue 

involves both osteogenesis of stem cells and angiogenesis [26]. How-
ever, the embryonic origin of stem cells may have a considerable impact 
on bone healing in terms of osteogenesis and angiogenesis, which is 
often overlooked in practice. 

Maxilla and mandible are both derived from neural crest, while long 
bones are lateral plate mesoderm-derived [27]. The bone marrow 
mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs) of different embryonic origins may 
have site-specific preferences. Leucht et al. reported a “positional 
memory” of skeletal stem cells, which influences cell behavior when 
grafted into ectopic locations. For example, neural crest-derived 

Fig. 6. Application of biomaterial scaffolds in endodontic surgery. (A) Bony crypt after flap elevation and mechanical debridement. (B) Hemostasis with epinephrine- 
impregnated gauze and PTFE strip. (C) Retrograde obturation with MTA. (D) Root integrity is ascertained by inspection using a rigid endoscope. (E) A-PRF +
membrane plied into the bony crypt. (F) Final suturing. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [67]. 
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Fig. 7. Application of biomaterial scaffolds in ridge preservation and socket healing. (A) Clinical image of recombinant human bone morphogenetic protein-2 
(rhBMP-2) application via loaded absorbable collagen sponge (ACS) (a) and β-tricalcium phosphate and hydroxyapatite (TCP/HA) (d) in tooth extraction socket. 
The collagen membrane covered the grafted materials (b), (e). Clinical features at 4 months after ridge preservation were shown in (c) and (f). (B) Cross-sectional 
radiographs at baseline and 12 weeks after ridge preservation. (C) Histological analysis of ridge-preserved sites at 4 months after implantation of ACS + rhBMP-2 (a 
and b) and TCP/HA + rhBMP-2 (c and d). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [75]. 
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progenitors tend to repair the mandible, while mesoderm-derived pro-
genitors prefer the tibia. The latter failed to differentiate into osteoblasts 
for a mandible defect, highlighting the importance of caution when 
extending results from long bones to maxillofacial bones [28]. 

BMSCs of different embryonic origins may also exhibit different 
healing capacities and osteogenic potential. Compared with BMSCs from 
long bones, orofacial BMSCs demonstrated an increased osteogenic po-
tential and enhanced capacity to induce bone formation. They exhibited 
more calcium accumulation, quicker proliferation, and delayed senes-
cence in vitro and produced 70 % larger bone nodules containing three- 
fold more mineralized bone in mice [29,30]. BMSCs of alveolar origins 
transplanted in combination with β-tricalcium phosphate (Ca3[PO4], 
β-TCP) in dog peri-implant bone defects also demonstrated strong 
osteogenic potential, though no significant difference were found be-
tween alveolar and iliac BMSCs [31]. Compared with iliac crest BMSCs, 

orofacial BMSCs presented better response following growth factor 
stimulation [32]. This excellent osteogenic ability of orofacial BMSCs 
would benefit the rate of bone regeneration and supports accelerated 
bone formation. Therefore, the coordinated degeneration rate of scaf-
folds should be noted, and orofacial BMSCs should be given priority in 
the cell-loading strategy of maxillofacial bone regeneration. 

It is important to note that the ossification patterns of long bones and 
maxillofacial bones (except for the condyle) differ, with maxillofacial 
bones developing via intramembranous ossification rather than endo-
chondral ossification, which is the typical pattern in long bones [33]. 
Although both patterns begin with mesenchymal condensations, the 
differentiation of mesenchymal progenitors that follows is distinct, as 
indicated by the different lineage commitment of either chondroblasts 
or osteoblasts [34]. This leads to distinct molecular signals following 
growth factor stimulation for the different modes of bone formation 

Table 4 
Clinical trials on ridge preservation and socket healing with different biomaterials.  

Subject number (age) Disease Intervention Follow-up Outcome Ref. 

24 (44.84 ± 8.62) Ridge preservation 
after tooth 
extraction 

Bio-Oss® or FDBA (MinerOss®) 5 m Similar preservation outcomes. [76] 

39 (control: 51.9 ± 12.1; 
test: 54.9 ± 8.4) 

Ridge preservation 
after tooth 
extraction 

Control; 
Test: Bio-Oss Collagen® 

6 m Residual bone height: test (7.30 mm [6.36, 
8.20]) > control (4.83 mm [3.94, 5.76]). 

[77] 

4 (mean 54) Ridge preservation 
after tooth 
extraction 

1:1 mixture of autologous 
particulate dentin + L-PRF, bound 
with liquid fibrinogen as binder 

4–6 m Successful preservation and even 
augmentation, dentin particles can be 
replaced by bone. 

[68] 

40 (control: 51 ± 14; test1: 
48 ± 13; test2: 54 ± 11; 
test3: 43 ± 19) 

Ridge preservation 
after tooth 
extraction 

Control: natural healing; 
Test1: autologous plasma rich in 
growth factor (PRGF); 
Test2: DBBM; 
Test3: FDBA 

3 m All test groups significantly reduced alveolar 
ridge height reduction, and test2 significantly 
reduced ridge width reduction. 

[70] 

20 (64.4 ± 12.0) Ridge preservation 
after tooth 
extraction 

Control 
Test1: L-PRF 
Test2: A-PRF+

3 m Similar mean ridge width and height changes 
across the groups. 
Socket fill: test1 (85.2 %) ≈ test2 (83.8 %) >
control (67.9 %). 

[72] 

40 (mean 58) Ridge preservation 
after tooth 
extraction 

Control; 
Test1: A-PRF; 
Test2: A-PRF + FDBA; 
Test3: FDBA 

15w Similar mean ridge width reduction across the 
groups. 
Mean ridge height loss: test1(1.8 ± 2.1 mm) 
and test2 (1.0 ± 2.3 mm) < control (3.8 ± 2.0 
mm). 

[73] 

32 (unspecified) Ridge preservation 
after tooth 
extraction 

Group1: PLGA-Coated β-TCP (PLGA- 
β-TCP) 
Group2: FDBA particles covered 
with a rapidly absorbable collagen 
dressing (RACD) 

20w before implant 
placement and 12 m after 
prosthesis delivery 

Similar preservation of ridge dimensions. 
Mineralized tissue formation: group2 (38.2 % 
± 12.5 %) > group1 (27.0 % ± 22.1 %) 

[78] 

21 (mean 56.6) Ridge preservation 
after tooth 
extraction 

Control: Bio-Oss Collagen® +
gingival soft tissue punch 
Test: Bio-Oss Collagen® +
hemostatic gelatin sponge 

6 m Ridge width reduction: test (mean 4.8/2.3/ 
1.3 mm at all measured levels) < control 
(mean 7.1/4.0/2.5 mm). 

[79] 

64 (56.00 ± 10.64) Ridge preservation 
after tooth 
extraction 

Control: BCP + rhBMP-2 
Test:ACS + rhBMP-2 

4 m Similar preservation outcome. [75] 

20 (control: 31.2 ± 6.44; 
test: 33.5 ± 7.37) 

Ridge preservation 
after tooth 
extraction 

Control: autogenous demineralized 
dentin graft (ADDG) 
Test: autogenous whole tooth 
(AWTG) 

6 m Similar preservation outcome, but control 
demonstrated better integration. 

[69] 

42 (52.5 ± 10.8) Ridge preservation 
after tooth 
extraction 

Control: Bio-Oss Collagen® 
Test: Bio-Oss Collagen® + enamel 
matrix derivative (EMD, 
Emdogain®) 

4 m New bone formation: test (45.1 ± 8.8 %) >
control (16.5 ± 6.9 %). 
Residual graft: test (20.3 ± 7.2 %) < control 
(36.8 ± 8.8 %). 

[80] 

18 (41.67 ± 12.73) Socket healing Control; 
Test: L-PRF 

5 m Similar healing outcomes, despite L-PRF 
increased the growth factor concentrations in 
the wound fluid from extraction sockets. 

[71] 

48 (mean: 44.8) Socket healing Control; 
Test: L-PRF 

3 m Ridge width reduction: test (0.93 ± 0.9 mm) 
< control (2.27 ± 1.2 mm). 
New bone formation: test (55.96 ± 11.97 %) 
> control (39.69 ± 11.13 %). 

[74] 

48 (range 18–66) Socket healing Control 
B1:HA 60.28 % and β-TCP 39.72 %; 
B2: HA 78.21 % and β-TCP 21.79 %; 
Bone Ceramic (BC): HA 61 % and 
β-TCP 39 % 

6 m New bone formation: B1 (69.3 % ± 6.03 %) >
BC (51.6 ± 12.34 %) > B2 (46.6 ± 7.66 %) >
control (45.4 ± 7.98 %). 
B1 formed least connective tissue with least 
graft residual. 

[81]  
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[35], with differential contributions of various genes encoding either 
bone or cartilage. For instance, Col1a1 and Col2a1 are responsible for 
the major extracellular matrix of bone and the cartilaginous template, 
respectively [27]. Sox9, as a transcription factor, binds to essential se-
quences in the Col2a1 gene and is essential for chondrocyte differenti-
ation and cartilage formation [36], while Wnt/β-catenin signaling in 
mesenchymal progenitors favors osteoblast differentiation during 
vertebrate skeletogenesis and inhibits chondrocyte formation [37]. 
Therefore, understanding how scaffolds and loaded drugs applied in 
bone engineering deliver molecular signals of bone formation is crucial. 

Ossification patterns also affect angiogenesis, which is vital for 
providing sufficient nutrition for active cell activities during bone repair 
or formation. However, mimicking intramembranous ossification may 
lead to extensive bone matrix on the newly formed bone surface, which 
hinders the invasion of blood vessels and leads to avascular necrosis and 
core degradation [38]. This emphasizes the importance of vasculariza-
tion in maxillofacial bone tissue repair, especially in large bone defects. 
Studies have shown promising results for promoting angiogenesis in 
preclinical studies by adding bioactive molecules such as bone 
morphogenetic protein (BMP)-2 or synthetic ligands to scaffolds. 
Through enhancing the binding between BMP-2 and BMP-2 type II re-
ceptors (BMPR2), S-Gelatin/recombinant human BMP-2 (rhBMP-2) 
hydrogel could rapidly activate BMPR2 on MSCs to induce differentia-
tion and cytokine secretion to enhance angiogenesis and recapitulate in 
situ osteogenesis for bone regeneration (Fig. 3) [39,40]. However, we 
still do not fully understand how embryonic factors affect the final re-
sults of maxillofacial bone healing and functions. There have been 
studies demonstrating the feasibility of endochondral bone formation 
with MSCs to acquire desirable vascularization, but its application in 
maxillofacial areas is lacking [41]. Nevertheless, when delivering spe-
cific signals for improved osteogenesis and angiogenesis, it is still 
necessary to consider whether the repair or regeneration of maxillofacial 
bones should preferentially follow and mimic their native pathway. 

2.2.2. Anti-inflammatory and antibacterial property 
The anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties of scaffold bio-

materials are critical considerations, given the challenges presented by 

the bacterial environment of the oral cavity. Macrophages have been 
identified as playing an active role in bone formation and homeostasis, 
responding both to biomaterials and to inflammation caused by mi-
crobes. However, the neglect of the interaction between materials and 
immune cells may lead to inconsistencies between in vitro and in vivo 
evaluations of biomaterials [42,43]. A study evaluating different phys-
icochemical biomaterials for oral and maxillofacial reconstruction found 
that all the materials tested exhibited similar inflammatory responses 
and macrophage profiles, indicating a lack of inherent immunomodu-
lation [44]. This underscores the need to consider the immune response 
when evaluating the osteogenic properties of materials in vitro. 

The role of oral microbiomes in bone regeneration is not yet fully 
understood, but it presents an increased risk of infection at the im-
plantation site. To address this challenge, novel methods are emerging, 
such as incorporating bioactive elements like antibiotics, antimicrobial 
peptides, and metal ions into scaffolds to enhance immune response and 
combat bacterial infection in bone defects [27,45,46]. These approaches 
offer potential solutions for improving the clinical effectiveness of 
maxillofacial reconstructive procedures. 

2.2.3. Biodegradability 
To ensure successful tissue regeneration, it is crucial for the rate of 

scaffold degradation to match the rate of new tissue formation [47]. The 
bioabsorption of residual bone engineering materials and volume 
maintenance of augmented bone are inversely proportional and largely 
affected by the solubility and acid resistance of the scaffold material 
[48]. In the maxillofacial region, bone remodeling rates in the maxilla 
and mandible are 3 and 6 times higher than those in the femur, 
respectively [23]. Due to the relatively higher bone remodeling prop-
erties in the orofacial region, local tissue healing occurs at a relatively 
faster rate, which may also coincide with the excellent osteogenic ability 
of orofacial BMSCs. Therefore, it is necessary for the scaffold to degrade 
at a faster rate that synchronizes with tissue formation. Controlled 
degradation rates can assist in the spatial and temporal release of drugs 
and/or biomolecules loaded within the scaffold [7], which should also 
be coordinated with the stage of tissue formation. 

Table 5 
Clinical trials on bone defects in periodontal diseases with different biomaterials.  

Subject number (age) Disease Intervention Follow- 
up 

Outcome Ref. 

100 (DBBM group: 54.47 
± 11.00; DPBM group: 
56.13 ± 10.20) 

Damaged extraction 
sockets due to periodontal 
disease 

deproteinized bovine bone 
mineral (DBBM) or porcine bone 
mineral (DPBM) 

4 m Similar regeneration outcome with minimal postoperative 
reduction of the grafted volume. But some cases showed large 
variations in the stability of graft volume. 

[88] 

29 (50.7 ± 8.5) 3-wall intrabony defects 
(IBDs) in chronic 
periodontitis 

Control: Collagen sponge scaffold 
(Condress®); 
Test: Autologous dental pulp stem 
cells (DPSC) + Condress® 

12 m Bone defect fill: test (3.9 mm) > control (1.6 mm). [89] 

57 (mean: 39.7) 3-wall IBDs in chronic 
periodontitis 

Control: open-flap debridement 
(OFD); 
Test1: PRF + OFD; 
Test2: PRF + HA + OFD 

9 m Mean bone fill: test2 (63.39 % ± 16.52 %) > test1 (56.46 % 
± 9.26 %) > control (15.96 % ± 13.91 %). 

[82] 

17 (mean: 29.7) 3-wall IBDs in aggressive 
periodontitis 

Control: OFD 
Test: PRF + OFD 

9 m Bone defect fill: test (46.14 % ± 11.39 %) > control (15.76 % 
± 18.77 %). 

[83] 

20 (control: 28.2 ± 5.63; 
test: 32 ± 5.27) 

2-3 wall IBDs in chronic 
periodontitis 

Control: PRF 
Test: vitamin C + PRF 

6 m Bone defect fill: test (2.29 ± 0.61 mm) > control (1.63 ±
0.46 mm). 
Both achieved significant periodontal regeneration. 

[90] 

30 (control: 43.93 ± 12.85; 
test: 44.93 ± 13.06) 

2-3 wall IBDs Control 
Test: EMD + bovine bone 
substitute 

1y Similar regeneration outcomes, both are significant. [86] 

24 (control: 46.50 ± 10.47; 
test: 50.33 ± 9.02) 

Combined 1-2wall 
intrabony and supra-bony 
defects 

Control: EMD 
Test: EMD + bovine bone mineral 
(Cerabone®) 

1y Similar regeneration outcomes, both are significant. [87] 

24 (mean 35.2) Grade II Furcation Defect Control: nanoHA 
Test: PRF + nanoHA 

9 m Bone defect fill: test (from 2.9 ± 0.88 to 5.6 ± 1.10) >
control (from 3.4 ± 1.39 to 3.9 ± 1.4). 
Both achieved significant periodontal regeneration. 

[84] 

72 (control: 39.45 ± 5.20; 
test1: 38.30 ± 5.35; 
test2: 38.52 ± 5.22) 

Grade II Furcation Defect Control 
Test1: PRF 
Test2: PRF + 1 % alendronate gel 

9 m Bone defect fill: test2 (56.01 % ± 2.64 %) > test1 (49.43 % 
± 3.70 %) > control (10.25 % ± 3.66 %). 

[85]  
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3. Advancements in scaffold biomaterials for maxillofacial bone 
tissue repair 

In recent years, many clinical studies have focused on repairing 
maxillofacial bone defects with various biomaterials, mainly including 
bone grafts, bone substitutes, bioceramics and APC. There are also 
biomaterials that only apply to specific conditions, such as autologous 
teeth in ridge bone preservation and healing after tooth extraction. Most 
of these materials are safe within the follow-up period, however, study 
results regarding their efficacy are often contradictory, leaving large 
room for further exploration. In this part, we summarized recent clinical 
studies on maxillofacial bone repair with various biomaterials, and 
pointed out fields that call for further studies to clarify. 

3.1. Alveolar bone augmentation 

Clinical studies on alveolar bone augmentation have mainly focused 
on various bone grafts. As summarized in Table 1, most of the trials 
reported significant augmentation without severe complications, except 
two studies using an equine xenograft, Bio-Graft® [49,50]. In its early 
follow-up, soft tissue dehiscence and possible allergy were reported. 
Although most of the dehiscence cases could be managed, they still 
predisposed the implant to contamination and subsequent loss [49]. In a 
longer follow-up period of 28.9 months, graft failure was frequently 
observed [50]. These problems were not observed with autografts even 
at a 10-year follow-up, and the dehiscence rate was also lower [49,51]. It 
might be associated with the low immunocompetence of equine grafts, 

as indicated by dead cells and significant lymphocyte infiltration 3 
months after grafting [50]. Therefore, we believe equine xenografts are 
not suitable for transplantation in humans. 

The harvesting of autologous bone (AB) grafts is associated with 
extra injury of donor sites (Fig. 4). In order to reduce the need of har-
vesting AB, Bio-Oss® or cancellous freeze-dried bone allograft (FDBA) 
are applied with or without AB, and all methods showed good safety and 
efficacy in alveolar bone augmentation, in so far as a follow-up period up 
to 3 years [51–56]. But their long-term outcome remains to be further 
explored. 

Notably, although most materials yielded clinically acceptable out-
comes, the trials are inconclusive due to limited sample size and follow- 
up period. Also, many of them are pilot studies with no control groups, 
so it is hard to compare the efficacy of the subject material to existing 
treatments. 

3.2. Jawbone defect repair 

Large cysts and tumors can cause significant jaw defects, which are 
commonly treated with various bone grafts (Fig. 5, Table 2). The sur-
gical treatment of these large defects is usually quite traumatic, thus 
complications such as effusion, abscesses and even graft failure might 
not be attributed to graft materials, but could be caused by patient and 
surgical factors [59]. Another study applied a 3D-printed PCL/β-TCP 
implant for complex zygomatico-maxillary defects, and achieved satis-
factory early new bone formation rate and implant volume conformity 
with preoperative design. It proves PCL/β-TCP scaffold is compatible 

Fig. 8. Application of biomaterial scaffolds in periodontal bone regeneration. (A–B) Pre-operative interproximal probing depth and radiograph. (C–D) Apical incision 
in the mucosa and elevation of the tissue to expose the bone peaks delimiting the non-contained intrabony defect and coronal traction of the interproximal tissue to 
expose the supra-alveolar component. (E–F) Application of enamel matrix derivate (EMD) and xenograft bone substitute. (G–H) Suture and wound closure 1 week 
post-operation. (I–J) One year follow-up. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [87]. 
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with 3D-printing technology while being osteoconductive [60]. It is thus 
a promising new material for the application in large jaw bone defects. 

Overall, clinical studies on biomaterials repairing jawbone defects 
are scarce, most of them are case reports of low evidence value, and 
therefore are excluded from this review. We identify an urgent need for 
more quality clinical studies to elucidate the efficacy of various 

biomaterials in repairing large jawbone defects. 

3.3. Endodontic surgery 

Most recent clinical studies on periapical bone defects are focusing 
on APC (Table 3). The efficacy of APC in promoting periapical bone 
repair is still questionable. Most studies reported APC addition didn’t 
improve the healing outcome compared with natural healing, or using 
bioceramics or GBR membrane alone [62–65], except one study on 
through-and-through apical lesion [66]. However, the use of APC may 
improve the postoperative quality of life for patients by protecting their 
speech and sleep function [67]. Therefore, although APC alone may not 
be a sufficient biomaterial for periapical defect healing, its combined use 
with bone grafts or bioceramics may be beneficial (Fig. 6). 

3.4. Ridge preservation and socket healing 

Various biomaterials have been applied to ridge preservation and 
healing after tooth extraction (Fig. 7, Table 4). Among them, the use of 
autologous teeth is unique in this condition, because it recycles the 
extracted teeth as biomaterials. These tooth components have success-
fully promoted socket healing and ridge preservation. The dentin par-
ticles could be absorbed and replaced by bone, and are minimally 
immunogenic, have good space-making ability, and have a chemical 
composition similar to autologous bone without causing additional 
injury to the patient [68]. Therefore, tooth grafts are promising novel 
biomaterials to be applied in ridge preservation, but currently only few 
studies are focusing on them. It appears different pre-treating methods 
of the tooth grafts might have an effect on their performance [69]. But 
with limited sample size and follow-up period, we cannot draw a 

Fig. 9. Developing novel biomaterials for bone tissue engineering in maxillofacial regions.  

Table 6 
Drugs loaded on scaffolds for maxillofacial bone tissue engineering.  

Bioactive 
molecules 

Functions Examples Ref. 

Growth factors Promote osteogenesis 
and angiogenesis 

BMPs, vascular 
endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF), APCs 

[91–98] 

Commercially 
available 
drugs 

Promote 
osteogenesis, anti- 
inflammatory and 
antibiotic effects 

Antibiotics, 
alendronate, aspirin, 
sildenafil, statins 
(sitagliptin, 
atorvastatin, and 
lovastatin) 

[99–104] 

Natural herbal 
extracts 

Promote 
osteogenesis, 
antibiotic, anti- 
inflammatory and 
antioxidative effects 

Ginger extracts, garlic 
extracts, oregano, 
Croatina grape 
extracts, hydrocolloid 
quince seed mucilage 

[105–107] 

Peptides Promote osteogenesis 
and angiogenesis, 
antibiotic effects 

Antimicrobial peptides, 
osteogenic growth 
peptides, VEGF-derived 
peptides 

[46,108, 
109] 

Metal 
nanoparticles 

Antibiotic effects Silver and copper 
nanoparticles 

[45,110]  
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definitive conclusion. In total, more quality clinical studies are needed 
to further evaluate the long-term safety and efficacy and the best 
pre-treating methods of autologous tooth grafts. 

APC’s efficacy is debatable. Some studies report APC addition 
doesn’t outperform bone substitute alone or benefit natural healing [70, 
71], while others argue it does promote ridge bone preservation or 
healing [72–74]. Further investigation is needed to clarify the role of 
APC in ridge bone preservation and healing. 

3.5. Periodontal bone regeneration 

Differing from the previous conditions, periodontal bone defects 
caused by periodontitis is characterized by the pervasive inflammation 
in periodontium. 

Most related studies have investigated APC (Table 5). Interestingly, 
unlike the questionable efficacy shown in periapical lesion and ridge 
bone preservation and healing, APC demonstrated significant benefits to 
the regeneration of periodontal tissue [82–85]. We infer this is because 

Fig. 10. Anti-bacterial property of metal nanoparticles. (A) Antibacterial mechanisms of metal ions and nanoparticles. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [112]. 
(B) Transmission electron microscope (TEM) morphologies of mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) and the prepared copper-loaded MSNs(Cu@MSNs) (a–b), EDS 
spectrum (d) and mapping images (c) of Cu@MSNs. (C) In vitro antibacterial activity of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)/gelatin (PG)-Cu@MSNs scaffolds were shown by 
inhibition zone (a–b); OD values of bacterial solution (c–d) and bacteria inhibition rates (e–f) of PG, PG-MSNs, and PG-Cu@MSNs scaffolds against E. coli and S. 
aureus after 24 h of incubation were evaluated. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [110]. 
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the chronic periodontal inflammation, an important factor driving 
progressive alveolar bone resorption, can be modulated by the rich 
growth factors in APC, such as transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), an 
immunomodulatory factor. While inflammation in tooth apex is more 
localized, and usually can be readily removed through endodontic sur-
gery, leaving a comparatively normal environment for healing. There-
fore, extra growth factors from APC becomes redundant for an already 
optimal healing environment free of inflammation, which renders APC 
ineffective. Same reason applies to the case of ridge bone preservation 
and socket healing. However, this inference will require more clinical 
and basic researches to confirm. Clarifying this will also help us better 
define the best fitted scope of APC application. 

Another featured biomaterial in this condition is enamel matrix de-
rivative (EMD). The main components of EMD are enamel matrix pro-
teins secreted by ameloblasts in the Hertwig’s epithelial root sheath, 
which regulate the formation of the periodontal attachment apparatus 
[86]. Therefore, EMD is particularly suitable for achieving regeneration 
and reattachment of periodontal tissues, and should be valued as a po-
tential antidote for periodontal damage (Fig. 8). In all studies, signifi-
cant periodontal regeneration was achieved by using EMD with or 
without other materials [86,87]. 

4. Preclinical exploration of novel biomaterials for bone tissue 
engineering in maxillofacial regions 

Although various biomaterials have been applied in clinical practice 

or clinical trials, there is still a certain distance from the ideal materials. 
In recent years, studies have tried to develop novel biomaterials dealing 
with some of the difficulties like bacterial oral environment and irreg-
ular bone shape. Enhancement of osteogenesis and angiogenesis is often 
emphasized as a criterion for evaluating the efficacy of biomaterials in 
most studies. However, concerns in maxillofacial regions, such as the 
fast degeneration rate synchronized with tissue formation and long-term 
performance under mastication, haven’t been adequately addressed so 
far. Here we mainly discuss several frequently used methods in the 
preclinical exploration of novel biomaterials for maxillofacial bone tis-
sue engineering (Fig. 9). 

4.1. Scaffolds for drug-delivery 

4.1.1. Bioactive molecules loaded in scaffolds for maxillofacial bone tissue 
engineering 

Various categories of bioactive molecules have been studied for their 
potential to enhance bone regeneration when loaded onto biomaterials. 
The following table lists the most frequently loaded molecules in scaf-
folds for maxillofacial bone tissue engineering in recent years (Table 6). 

Given the challenges presented by the bacterial environment of the 
oral cavity, here we particularly focused on antibacterial drug-loaded 
scaffolds in maxillofacial regions, which is crucial to fight against 
infection of implanted scaffolds. Antibiotics, such as metronidazole and 
ornidazole, are commonly used in periodontal lesions, particularly those 
caused by anaerobic organisms [99]. A study also demonstrated the 

Fig. 11. Methods employed in maxillofacial bone engineering to improve drug delivery ability of solid scaffolds. (A) 3D-printed clinical-grade poly(L-lactide) (PLA) 
scaffold was coated with polyelectrolyte films to load BMP-2, which promoted bone formation in minipig mandibular defect model. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. [93]. (B) Polydopamine-heparin nanoparticles loaded onto a novel hydrogel scaffold achieved sustained release of BMP-2, which scavenges ROS and promotes 
mandibular bone formation. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [124]. (C) The scaffold was fabricated by coaxial electrospinning (a), and contained polymeric 
micelles with a c-JNK inhibitor SP600125 (SP-PMs) distributed in the shell to exert an anti-inflammatory effect at the initial stage and BMP-2 incorporated in the core 
to aid in later osteogenesis, achieving time-programmed and sustained drug release. Release profiles of SP600125 (b) and BMP-2 (c), and in vitro degradation of the 
nanofiber membrane were shown by weight change (d) and SEM images (e). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [92]. 
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sustained release of metronidazole from a hyaluronic acid sponge loaded 
with curcumin, a polyphenolic compound, to promote antibacterial, 
antioxidant, and anti-inflammatory effects for the healing of hard and 
soft tissues after tooth extraction [111]. Besides, antimicrobial peptides 
could be easily loaded onto scaffolds through crosslinking [46,108]. 
They were successfully incorporated into gelatin methacryloyl 

hydrogels, and provide structural support and exhibit remarkable anti-
microbial activity against bacterium involved in peri-implant diseases 
[108]. Metal nanoparticles, such as silver and copper, have been advo-
cated as a tunable choice to minimize bacterial infection risks. The most 
probable antibacterial mechanism includes extensive disruption of 
cellular functions due to damage of cell membrane and the induction of 

Table 7 
Overview of studies using cell therapy for maxillofacial bone tissue regeneration.  

Biomaterials Types of cells loaded Animal models Species Results and critical improvements Ref. 

TCP-PLGA ADSCs Mandibular bone defects Minipig Improved bone regeneration. [133] 
Gelfoam® based on gelatin ADSCs Maxillary bone defects Rat Improved bone regeneration. [130] 
Nanostructured fibrin-agarose ADSCs Segmental mandibular 

bone defects 
Rat Improved bone regeneration, poor 

mechanical properties. 
[132] 

PCL/TCP Bone marrow-derived 
osteoprogenitor cells 

Mandibular bone defects Rabbit Improved bone regeneration. [128] 

3D-Printed Porous Ti6Al4V Scaffolds 
+ BMSC-containing Matrigels 

BMSCs Mandibular bone defects Rat Improved bone regeneration. [126] 

Bioceramics (hydroxypatatite 60 % 
and β-tricalcium phosphate 40 %) 

BMSCs Mandibular bone defects Rat Improved bone regeneration in healthy, 
diabetic, osteoporotic, or diabetic- 
osteoporotic rats. 

[127] 

PCL biomembranes functionalized 
with BMP-2 

BMSCs Maxillary bone defects Mouse Slow release of BMP-2 during bone 
healing. 

[129] 

Nanohydroxyapatite/Chitosan/ 
Gelatin 3D Porous Scaffolds 

PDLSCs Mandibular bone defects Swine Improved bone regeneration; structural 
vascular bone formation. 

[143] 

Bio-Oss® GMSCs Subcutaneous 
implantation; maxillary 
bone defects 

Mouse; 
Minipig 

Improved bone regeneration. [144] 

3D printed Ti6Al4V scaffolds retinoic acid induced-iPSCs Mandibular bone defects Rat Improved bone regeneration. [137] 
Tyrosine-derived polycarbonate, 

E1001(1K)/β-TCP scaffolds 
hUVECs + DPSCs Mandibular bone defects Rabbit Improved bone regeneration and 

angiogenesis. 
[131] 

Gelatin-conjugated caffeic acid- 
coated apatite/PLGA scaffold 

Trb3-over expressed MSCs Calvarial bone defects; 
mandibular bone defects 

Mouse; 
rat 

Gene therapy; favor osteoblastogenesis 
over adipogenesis. 

[136] 

β-TCP DMP1 gene-modified BMSCs Maxillary sinus floor 
augmentation 

Dog Enhanced mineralization and 
osseointegration of dental implants; gene 
therapy. 

[135] 

Alginate-based hydrogel GMSC aggregates Subcutaneous implantation 
and peri-implantitis model 

Mouse; 
Rat 

Photocrosslinking; strong adhesion; 
enhanced osteogenesis. 

[142] 

—— 3D cell culture with CellSaic Congenital cleft-jaw model Rat DPSCs seemed to be better than BMSCs. [140] 
—— Cell spheroid of BMSCs with 

osteocytes 
Tooth-extraction model Mouse Improved bone regeneration. [141] 

—— Hypertrophic cartilage grafts 
engineered from human fractionated 
adipose tissue 

Mandibular bone defects Rat Better than Bio-Oss® DBM granules; 
simulated endochondral osteogenesis. 

[145]  

Fig. 12. A novel cell transplantation system CellSaic supports 3D cell culture. (A) Microscopic (a–b) and visual (c) observation of rDPSC-CellSaic. (B) Morphology 
(a–b) and internal structure (c) of rDPSC-CellSaic shown by SEM. (C) Rat congenital cleft-jaw model: (a) Mandibular defect before surgery; (b) Size of the mandibular 
defect model (width 2 mm, height 4 mm, depth 1 mm); (c) CellSaics were placed into rat congenital cleft-jaw model. (D) Osteogenesis of the rat congenital cleft-jaw 
model after 4, 6, and 8 weeks using different CellSaics evaluated by micro-CT (b) and analysis of bone volume/tissue volume (c). The blank control was shown in (a). 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [140]. 
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oxidative stress by metal-mediated reactive oxygen species (ROS) pro-
duction, culminating in the formation of free radicals and extensive 
cellular damage of lipids, proteins and DNA by oxidative stress 
(Fig. 10A) [112]. For example, silver nanoparticles were in situ reduced 
onto the PLGA/PCL electrospinning scaffold, which led to the reduction 
of antibiotic load with limited antibiotic resistance and the improve-
ment of bone regeneration in periodontitis mouse model [45]. Another 
study used copper-loaded mesoporous silica nanoparticles in a PLGA 
scaffold to enhance antibacterial properties, although only Escherichia 
coli and Staphylococcus aureus were selected to test the broad-spectrum 
antibacterial activity of the scaffold. Further study should pay more 
attention to evaluate the interactions with oral bacteria (Fig. 10B and C) 
[110]. 

4.1.2. Efforts for delivery and sustained release of drugs 
The forms of biomaterials have a significant impact on their drug 

loading and release ability. Collagen and gelatin are among the most 
used biomaterials clinically as sponge forms, especially in tooth socket. 
Sponges impregnated with pro-resolving lipid mediator Maresin 1 or 
growth factor erythropoietin were both shown to promote alveolar ridge 
regeneration in a rat tooth extraction model, with enhanced osseoin-
duction and angiogenesis potential [113,114]. Hydrogels like natural 
polymers are often considered an ideal delivery carrier for controlling 
the release of loaded drugs to optimize bone engineering efficacy [115, 
116], whereas solid scaffolds such as synthetic polymers and bio-
ceramics have limited drug delivery convenience. Therefore, some 
studies developed composite scaffolds combining hydrogels with solid 
scaffolds like β-TCP or PCL and achieved excellent drug-release perfor-
mance as well as mechanical strength [117–119]. In the meanwhile, 
some other methods have been employed in maxillofacial bone engi-
neering to address this challenge as follows. 

One such approach is surface coating, which allows for highly ho-
mogeneous drug distribution inside all the pores of a solid scaffold. In 
mandibular defect repair, PLA scaffolds coated with a polyelectrolyte 
film for BMP-2 delivery achieved a 20- to 75-fold reduction in BMP-2 
dosage compared to commercial collagen sponges (Fig. 11A) [93]. 
However, this method may lead to a burst release at the initial stage, and 
the homogeneous drug distribution may not address time or 
spatial-specific drug delivery. Uncontrolled release of growth factors or 
antibiotics with an initial outburst can lead to unwanted side effects, 
such as ectopic bone formation, inflammation, and osteolysis [117,120]. 

Innovative core-shell structure has been proposed as a promising 
solution [92,121]. Yoon et al. developed a core-shell structured nano-
fiber scaffold fabricated by coaxial electrospinning for periodontal bone 
regeneration. The scaffold contained polymeric micelles with a c-JNK 
inhibitor SP600125 (SP-PMs) distributed in the shell to exert an 
anti-inflammatory effect at the initial stage and BMP-2 incorporated in 

the core to aid in later osteogenesis, achieving time-programmed and 
sustained drug release in a class II furcation model of a dog (Fig. 11C) 
[92]. Similar core-shell nanofibers were also applied for the sequential 
and controlled release of tea polyphenols (TP) and AdipoRon (APR) to 
promote bone regeneration in periodontitis-related alveolar bone de-
fects [121]. It’s worth noting that the morphology and diameter of the 
nanofibers in scaffolds also impacts drug release profile. Nanoparticles 
enables burst release while sustained release is observed in nanofibers 
[122,123]. This perspective might be combined in these studies for 
future improvements. 

Microparticles or nanoparticles can also serve as suitable drug car-
riers [120,124,125]. Polydopamine-heparin nanoparticles loaded onto a 
novel hydrogel scaffold achieved the sustained release of BMP-2, owing 
to their affinity with BMP-2 (Fig. 11B) [124]. 

4.1.3. Delivery of cells and extracellular vehicles (EVs) 
Research on MSCs has undergone rapid advancements, driven by 

their potential in tissue repair. The application of cell therapy for 
maxillofacial bone regeneration was summarized in Table 7 below. 
Among different stem cell sources, BMSCs are the most used in maxil-
lofacial bone regeneration. BMSCs loaded on bioceramics or hydrogels 
have demonstrated superior maxillofacial bone formation in various rat 
models, including healthy, diabetic, osteoporotic, and diabetic- 
osteoporotic rats [126–129]. Adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells 
(ADSCs) and DPSCs have also garnered attention due to their abundance 
and ease of collection [130], and demonstrated increased osteogenesis 
in mandibular bone defects and alveolar bone regeneration [131–133]. 
Furthermore, preconditioning loaded cells with factors like BMP-2 or 
gene modification such as sclerostin and DMP-1 have been tried to 
enhance orofacial bone regeneration [134–138]. However, the utiliza-
tion of oral BMSCs, which may be the most suitable cell type for 
maxillofacial bone regeneration, remains relatively uncommon and 
could be considered in future studies. 

Recently, cell aggregates or 3D cell culture techniques have emerged 
as promising approaches for engineering complex tissues or organs, of-
fering valuable insights for maxillofacial applications [139]. The Cell-
Saic platform, a novel cell transplantation system, supports 3D cell 
culture and has shown promising bone formation outcome in rat 
congenital cleft-jaw model, and DPSC-CellSaic seems to be a better 
source for maxillofacial bone defect repair than BMSC-CellSaic (Fig. 12) 
[140]. Another study particularly developed ring-shaped bone-like tis-
sue by spheroid co-cultures of BMSCs with osteocytes, which fitted in 
tooth extraction socket and enhanced alveolar bone regeneration [141]. 
One significant challenge associated with 3D cell aggregates for maxil-
lofacial bone tissue engineering was the weak adhesion between the 
hydrogel and the host tissue at the defect site. To address this issue, 
Hasani-Sadrabadi et al. developed an alginate-based adhesive hydrogel 

Table 8 
Overview of studies using EVs for maxillofacial bone tissue regeneration.  

Biomaterials Cell sources Target cells Animal models Species Results and critical improvements Ref. 

collagen membrane DPSC-EVs jawbone 
marrow–derived 
MSCs 

Mandibular bone 
defects 

Rat a relatively fast wound closure and 
increased new bone density at the 
mandible defects. 

[149] 

PuraMatrix™ hydrogel DPSC-EVs ADSCs Mandibular angle 
bone defects 

Rat Enhanced bone regeneration. [155] 

Graphene Porous Titanium Alloy 
Scaffolds 

ADSC-EVs ADSCs Mandibular bone 
defects 

Rabbit Enhanced bone regeneration compared 
with ADSCs alone. 

[212] 

PEG/DNA hybrid hydrogel SCAP-EVs HUVECs and pre- 
osteoblasts 

Mandibular 
alveolar bone 
defects 

Diabetic 
rats 

Promoting vascularized bone regeneration 
for diabetic bone defects. 

[150] 

Collagen hydrogel containing 
decellularized bone and 
hydroxyapatite 

Osteoblast- EVs Osteoblasts Mandibular bone 
defects 

Rabbit Exerting synergic effects on bone repair 
with decellularized bone matrix and 
hydroxyapatite. 

[152] 

Collagen sponge DFC-collagenase- 
released matrix 
vesicles 

DFC Alveolar bone 
defects 

Rat Less unhealing areas and more mature 
bone tissues. 

[58]  
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that could form a dopamine coating, providing an effective delivery 
vehicle for MSC aggregates and promoting improved adhesion to the 
host tissue [142]. These advancements in 3D cell culture hold great 
potential for advancing the field of maxillofacial tissue engineering. 
However, most of these studies limited in a single cell type, bi-culture 
and tri-culture of cells might be a promising research direction in the 

future, enabling the recreation of a more representative in vivo 
microenvironment. 

The paracrine effects of MSCs have garnered significant interest in 
the field of bone tissue regeneration, with a particular focus on EVs 
containing proteins and nucleotides [146]. Studies investigating 
EV-loaded biomaterials for maxillofacial bone regeneration are 

Fig. 13. An injectable sodium alginate hydrogel composite (CTP-SA) doped with cubic cuprous oxide (Cu2O) and polydopamine-coated titanium dioxide 
(TiO2@PDA) nanoparticles. (A) Schematic description of CTP-SA microstructure (a), application procedure (b), broad-spectrum antibacterial capabilities under blue 
light (BL) irradiation (c), and osteoinduction under near infrared (NIR) irradiation (d). (B) SEM images of the material components. (C) BMSCs produce significantly 
more ROS on CTP-SA, especially under dual light irradiation. (D) (a) Schematic diagram of in vivo experiment procedure. (b) H&E staining (yellow arrows: in-
flammatory cells). (c–e) Quantitative statistics of bacteria colonies (c), CD68-positive monocytes (d) and expression of TNF-α gene (e) confirmed the antibacterial 
property. (f) Micro-CT images of the rats’ maxillary first molar. Quantitative statistics of the distance from the bone crest to the CEJ (g) and relative bone volume (h) 
was used to evaluate the osteogenesis of alveolar bone. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [156]. 
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summarized in Table 8. DPSC-derived EVs have been the most used type 
and could be efficiently uptaken by jawbone marrow-derived MSCs, 
which have been loaded onto hydrogels, PLLA, or bioceramic, and 
demonstrated the ability to enhance bone regeneration in all these 
studies [147–149]. EVs derived from other cell types, such as ADSCs, 
SCAPs, and osteoblasts, have also shown pro-osteogenic effects in 
mandibular bone defect models [150–152]. Preconditioning of donor 
cells could improve the efficacy of EVs. For example, EVs derived from 
hypoxic BMSCs promoted vascularized bone regeneration more effec-
tively than normoxia BMSC-derived EVs through the 
miR-210-3p/EFNA3/PI3K pathway [153]. More recently, Yi et al. 
focused on matrix vesicles (MVs), a subtype of EVs containing 
mineralization-related biomolecules, and found that MVs obtained from 
collagenase-digested cell suspensions resulted in the formation of more 
mature bone tissue when loaded onto a collagen scaffold for optimizing 
alveolar bone regeneration [154]. In conclusion, as a promising cell-free 
approach, further investigation is needed to optimize bone regeneration 
efficacy through cell preconditioning/engineering methods, and deeper 
thinking is needed to make EVs more suitable for maxillofacial bone 
regeneration. 

4.2. Scaffolds with smart physical-responsiveness 

In recent years, there has been an emergence of smart physical- 
responsive scaffolds, and some studies began to focus on their applica-
tion in maxillofacial bone engineering. These scaffolds are designed to 
respond to internal or external stimuli, such as temperature, electricity, 
and magnetism, thereby enhancing their regenerative efficacy. 

4.2.1. Thermal or light-responsive scaffolds 
Thermal or light-responsive scaffolds provide a novel approach for 

shape control and improve biological properties of scaffolds, especially 
hydrogels. Chitosan hydrogel is a commonly used thermosensitive 
polymer that undergoes a thermo-irreversible gelation at 37 ◦C, making 
it suitable for clinical manipulation. Local injection of chitosan hydrogel 
in periodontal pockets was found to promote bone formation [101]. In 
addition, a light-activated gelatin hydrogel was developed by combining 
biocompatible photoinitiators (triethanolamine/N-vinyl caprolacta-
m/Eosin Y), which could be cured with commercial dental curing sys-
tems for easy clinical applications [108]. Recently, light-activated 
hydrogel with antibacterial functions has also been fabricated for peri-
odontal applications. Xu et al. developed a dual light-sensitive sodium 
alginate hydrogel composite doped with cubic cuprous oxide (Cu2O) and 

Fig. 14. A 3D-printed PLGA scaffold coated with superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle (SPION) is developed. (A) Micro-CT scans of bone defects (a), relative 
ratio of bone volume and tissue volume in the defect areas (b), and the residual defect areas (c) were shown. (B) Histological analysis of in vivo bone formation. OB, 
original bone; NB, new bone. (C) Various analyses showing the scaffold alters the composition of oral microbiota in vivo. BC, blank control; FS, Fe-scaffold; US, 
uncoated scaffold. (D) In vitro bacteria colony formation test shows the SPION scaffold significantly inhibits the growth of Clostridium sporogenes. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [158]. 
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polydopamine-coated titanium dioxide nanoparticles for periodontitis 
treatments. Excitation with blue light and near-infrared irradiation 
conferred broad-spectrum antibacterial and osteogenesis capabilities to 
the biomaterial by accelerating the oxidation of Cu+ to Cu2+ together 
with the photothermal effect (Fig. 13) [156]. Another multi-functional 
and sustained release drug delivery system (MB/BG@LG) was devel-
oped by encapsulating methylene blue (MB) and bioactive glass (BG) 
into the lipid gel (LG) precursor by Macrosol technology, and 
MB-produced ROS under 660 nm light irradiation can reduce local 

inflammatory response by inhibiting bacterial growth [157]. These 
novel methods support minimally invasive surgery by balancing shape 
control and injectability of hydrogels. 

4.2.2. Magnetic responsive scaffolds 
Magnetic conducting scaffolds commonly employ super-

paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION) to generate a magnetic 
field, which can have an impact on oral microbiota. The effects of SPION 
on microbes can vary depending on factors such as particle size, redox 

Fig. 15. Inspired by mussel chemistry, a conductive terpolymers poly{[aniline tetramer methacrylamide]-co-[dopamine methacrylamide]-co-[poly(ethylene glycol) 
methyl ether methacrylate]} [poly(ATMA-co-DOPAMA-co-PEGMA)] is developed, with conductive aniline tetramer (AT) content 3.0, 6.0, and 9.0 mol %, respec-
tively (abbreviated PAT3, 6, 9). (A) Schematic diagram of the functions of the material. (B) TEM for the terpolymer thin films with different AT contents. Dark spots 
are conductive microregions. (C) Osteoinduction of the scaffolds, with or without electrical stimulation (ES) were shown by Alizarin red staining (a) and relative 
quantification of calcium nodules (b). (D) Cell adhesion and proliferation rates on the scaffold with or without ES were shown by FITC (green)/DAPI (blue) staining 
(a) and CCK-8 (b). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [164]. 
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state, and concentration. Additionally, the release of iron ions from 
SPION contributes to its antibacterial properties by inducing the pro-
duction of toxic reactive oxygen species [158]. In a study by Jia et al., a 
3D-printed PLGA scaffold was coated with SPION using a layer-by-layer 
assembly technique. The magnetic stimulation resulted in a shift in the 
composition of oral bacteria, characterized by a decrease in the popu-
lation of pathogenic bacteria. This shift further facilitated improved 
bone regeneration in palate bone defects (Fig. 14) [158]. 

4.2.3. Electrical responsive scaffolds 
Physiological endogenous electric fields or electrical potential 

existing within injured tissues play an essential part in bone regenera-
tion [159]. Inspired by this naturally-occurring phenomenon, studies 
have also demonstrated the positive impact of enhancing the electrical 
conductivity of materials on maxillofacial bone regeneration, primarily 
in the context of synthetic scaffolds. Recently, a novel biomimetic 
ferroelectric BaTiO3/poly(vinylidene fluoridetrifluoroethylene) (BTO/P 
(VDF-TrFE)) non-resorbable nanocomposite membrane was fabricated 
to restore the endogeneous electrical microenvironment of alveolar 
socket, which was implanted with bone grafts and successfully enhanced 
alveolar ridge regeneration in a mini-pig preclinical model [160]. Gra-
phene and its derivatives have garnered significant attention due to their 
excellent electrical conductivity, which benefits osteogenic activities 
and bone formation through two mechanisms: responsiveness to 
external electrical stimulation and the piezoelectric effect in biome-
chanical environments [161]. Studies investigated the influence of this 
pulsed-electromagnetic-field particularly on human alveolar BMSCs and 
periodontal ligament stem cells (PDLSCs), and found graphene oxide 

brought positive effects on cell adhesion and osteogenic differentiation 
[162,163]. These effects may be attributed to enhanced calcium ion 
efflux, resulting in the upregulation of various signaling pathways, 
including ERK and Wnt pathways, which are associated with osteo-
genesis [161]. Furthermore, other conductive polymers, such as ter-
polymers containing diverse amount of conductive aniline tetramer 
(AT), have been found to promote adhesion and osteogenic differenti-
ation of preosteoblasts when subjected to electrical stimulation with a 
square wave (Fig. 15) [164]. Considering that electromagnetic field 
stimulation has already been commercialized for clinical applications, 
its potential for future application in maxillofacial bone engineering is 
promising. 

4.3. Scaffolds with customized shape 

4.3.1. 3D-printed scaffolds 
Achieving tight contact between the graft and recipient site is crucial 

for improving graft stability and accelerating bone healing by facili-
tating faster cellular migration [119]. This has led to efforts in devel-
oping customized scaffolds to address the irregularities of the 
maxillofacial region. Various biomaterials have been used for 
3D-printed scaffolds, including synthetic polymers, bioceramics, and 
composite scaffolds (Fig. 16) [106,119,125,165–171]. The design of 
3D-printed products relies on computer-operated workflows that ensure 
specific shapes and accuracy. Bartnikowski et al. introduced a repro-
ducible workflow for 3D-printed PCL scaffolds to regenerate large-sized 
alveolar bone defects. The dimensional error of these scaffolds was less 
than 200 μm, making them well-suited for the complex geometry of the 

Fig. 16. Examples of 3D-printed scaffolds for bone regeneration. (A) A 3D-printed silk-hydroxyapatite scaffold with controlled macroporosity, regular filament 
deposition and interconnected pores throughout (a), and can be printed in the shape of various anatomical structures (b). The scaffold supports hMSCs growth (c) and 
osteogenic differentiation (e). Its mechanical properties are similar to those of trabecular bone (d). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [166]. (B) 3D-printed PCL 
scaffolds with or without 50 % β-TCP, loaded with rhBMP-2. (a) SEM images showing scaffold microstructure. (b) In vivo implantation of the scaffold in mandibular 
bone defects. (c) Histological analysis of bone healing. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [165]. (C) The working flow of a patient-specific poly(trimethylene 
carbonate) (PTMC) and β-TCP bioimplants and reconstruction plates for mandibular defects (a), SEM characterization of the printed bioimplant (b), and the surgical 
procedure to repair mandibular defects in mini pigs. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [167]. 
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maxillofacial region [172]. In another study, a layer-by-layer HA-TCP 
scaffold was fabricated through photocuring a paste material as a 
bio-ink containing polyfunctional acrylic resins and a photoinitiator. 
This scaffold exhibited good fit in bone defects in vivo and showed 
promising outcomes in terms of scaffold osseointegration [169,173]. 
Besides, given that different parts of the mandible carry different forces, 
another study designed innovative 3D PCL scaffolds with gradient pore 
sizes. The upper part of the scaffolds exhibited higher compressive 
strength while the lower part had lower compressive strength, aligning 
with the predicted forces on the mandibular symphysis during jaw 
opening [174], which highlights the unique consideration in maxillo-
facial bone tissue engineering. 

4.3.2. Injectable hydrogels and scaffolds with plasticity 
When dealing with solid 3D scaffolds, a challenge arises when there 

are undercuts that hinder insertion. Alternatively, the use of injectable 
hydrogels and novel bioceramics with plasticity offers a solution to 
achieve tight contact between the graft and the defect. In a particular 
study, bioactive glass granules were mixed into CPC paste to create a 
composite paste that is extrudable and printable, allowing for implants 
with patient-specific geometries [175]. However, for minimally invasive 
maxillofacial surgery, it is essential to balance adequate flowability with 

mechanical strength. To address this, Chiu et al. developed an injectable 
bone graft material by combining calcium sulfate hemihydrate, TCP, 
and anhydrous calcium hydrogen phosphate in a suitable ratio. This 
material exhibits good handling properties, sufficient mechanical 
strength, and can be squeezed through an 18G needle. However, its 
biocompatibility and therapeutic effects still require further in vivo 
exploration [176]. Moreover, Hong et al. introduced a novel injectable 
CPC scaffold that incorporates ornidazole and PDLSCs. This scaffold 
exhibits excellent strength, strong antibacterial effects, and osteoin-
ductive ability, demonstrating significant potential for treating bone 
infections and promoting bone regeneration [99]. 

However, the same as the majority of commercially available bio-
materials for maxillofacial bone regeneration, which are in form of 
particles, one concern of the injectable biomaterial is the lack in three- 
dimensional stability. A study tried to handle the challenge by devel-
oping porous shape memory self-adaptive stiffened polymer scaffold, 
which fabricated from copolymerization of biocompatible poly(L-glu-
tamic acid)-g-poly(ε-caprolactone) (PLGA-g-PCL) with purposely 
selected acryloyl chloride-poly(ω-pentadecalactone) (PPDLDA). The 
scaffold can be deformed into a compact size, fit well in socket cavity, 
and recover original shape with a high stiffness in vivo. This is achieved 
by its higher phase transition temperature than shape recovery 

Fig. 17. A porous shape memory self-adaptive stiffened polymer scaffold is fabricated to fit alveolar socket. (A) Illustration of the fabrication and application of the 
(poly(L-glutamic acid)-g-poly(ε-caprolactone) (PLGA-g-PCL) stiffened scaffold with purposely selected acryloyl chloride-poly(ω-pentadecalactone) (PPDLDA)), 
showing shape memory and self-adaptive property and anti-bacterial functions for alveolar bone regeneration. (B) Dynamic thermomechanical analyzer curves (A, 
inset), shape fixation ratio, and recovery ratio (B, inset) of the scaffold were evaluated. In vitro simulation of socket filling was shown (C–H and d1-h1, d2-h2, inset). 
(C) Rabbits’ socket cavity was filled with either scaffold or left unfilled (blank group), and analysis of regenerated alveolar bone was shown in photographs (a) and 
micro-CT images (b). (D) Histological analysis of regenerated bone in tooth sockets after 1 and 2 months. NB, new bone. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [177]. 
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Fig. 18. Multi-layered scaffolds with multiple functions. (A) Preparation process (a) and periodontal application scenario (b) of the bi-layered electrowritten poly 
(lactic-co-glycolic acid)/gelatin (PG) scaffold loaded with copper-loaded mesoporous silica nanoparticles (Cu@MSNs). DL, dense layer; LL, loose layer. (B) SEM 
images (a–b), 3D reconstruction of confocal images (c–d), and cross-sectional HE staining (e–f) of L929 cells cultured on the dense layer and BMSCs cultured on the 
loose layer scaffold. BMSCs could infiltrate into the scaffolds while L929 cells were restricted to the surface of dense layer. (C) Macroscopic appearance (a–c) and 
thickness measurement (d–e) of the bi-layered scaffold. SEM images (f) with enlarged view showing the cross-sectional appearance of the loose layers (h) and dense 
layers (g). (D) 2D and 3D micro-CT images showed the superior bone regeneration of PG-Cu@MSNs scaffolds in a rat periodontal defect model (a). Quantitative 
analysis of micro-CT images (b–d) and histological evaluations (e) of the regenerated bone tissues were shown. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [110]. 
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Fig. 19. Biomimetic nanotopography of HA nanorods has a significant impact on their osteogenic and immunomodulation capacities. (A) Schematic illustration of 
HAp nanorods production by the chemical precipitation approach at different chemical sedimentation temperature (0, 30, and 100 ◦C, respectively). HAp nanorods 
dispersed in CaCl2 solution and sodium alginate (SA) solution were mixed at room temperature to obtain a cross-linking hydrogel (a). Injectable SA-Hap nanorods 
could promote mandibular bone defect repair through T cell-derived IL-22 (b). (B) Representative TEM images of HAp nanorods with different aspect ratios. (C) 
Concentrations of IL-22 in injured mouse mandibles measured by ELISA on day 1, 4, and 7. (D–E) HE staining and micro-CT showed biomimetic HAp nanorods 
promote osteogenesis in mouse mandibles with penetrating defects. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [182]. 
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temperature, so as to boosting alveolar bone regeneration (Fig. 17) 
[177]. Additionally, the combination of hydrogels and solid polymers 
has also been explored through a printing head deposited methacrylated 
hyaluronic acid and gelatin-based hydrogels between 3D-printed 
PCL/TCP frames. Hydrogels facilitated drug loading after photo-
crosslinking, while PCL/TCP provided mechanical support [178]. These 
methods provided promising directions for the development of accurate 
and controllable customized scaffolds with appropriate strength 
particularly for maxillofacial regions, further studies are still required to 
facilitate their clinical translation. 

4.4. Scaffolds with structural modifications 

Currently, the strategy of structural modification in biomaterials can 
be applied at multiple scales, including macroscale, microscale, and 
nanoscale. The improvements at macroscale could be designed accord-
ing to the diverse needs of different parts, while modifications at micro/ 
nanoscales could control the biological activity of attached cells and 
biomineralization from a more microscopic perspective. These modifi-
cations at different scales could all mimic natural structures, and could 
be combined and act synergistically in the future, aiming at different 
needs of maxillofacial scaffolds. 

4.4.1. Structural modifications at macroscale 
In terms of macrostructure, bi-layered or multi-layered scaffolds 

were commonly designed following biomimetics so as to fulfill multiple 
requirements in maxillofacial regions [104]. An example is a PLGA/PCL 
scaffold composed of three layers: a surface layer containing chlorhex-
idine, an opposing surface layer containing β-TCP, and a pure PLGA/PCL 
middle layer. This scaffold integrated the osteoconductive properties of 
β-TCP and the antibacterial function of chlorhexidine, with the middle 
layer enhancing its mechanical strength, making it particularly suitable 
for periodontal regeneration [179]. Similar bi-layered PG-Cu@MSNs 
scaffolds were also developed with a dense layer designed to resist 
non-osteoblast (fibroblasts) interference and a loose layer constructed to 
promote adhesion of BMSCs, facilitate cell-scaffold interaction, and 
support periodontal bone regeneration (Fig. 18) [110]. 

Another non-homogeneous structural design is to mimic the natural 
bone structure. These scaffolds often contain a denser exterior like 
cortical bone to ensure higher compressive strength and maintain space 
for bone regeneration, and an interconnected porous center imitating 
cancellous bone to facilitate cell proliferation, nutrient transport, drug 
loading and release, and vascularization. Examples as a biphasic PCL 
scaffold with a core-shell structure and a 3D-printed β-TCP scaffold with 
bimodal pore geometry were used in maxillofacial regions [106,117]. 
The excellent mechanical properties of these scaffolds not only facili-
tated surgical handling but also made it suitable for load-bearing regions 
such as the mandible. 

4.4.2. Structural modifications at microscale 
One clinical challenge of mandible reconstruction lies on achieving 

the complex 3D gridwork formed by the trabeculae, which withstands 
the forces transmitted during mastication. The spatial microstructure of 
scaffold influences mechanical properties and material transport prop-
erties, which in turn determined local nutrient supply, vascularization, 
and host-graft interactions [180]. Liu.et al. investigated various ar-
rangements of polymer fibers, revealing the influence of fiber cross 
angle (FCA) microstructure on the compressive strength and osteo-
genesis of composite scaffolds, and scaffold with a 90◦ FCA exhibited the 
best mechanical performance [180]. The findings provided possibility to 
design gradient maxillofacial scaffolds by changing the FCAs to adapt 
different regions without changing the materials to avoid complicated 
effects. 

4.4.3. Structural modifications at nanoscale 
Nanotopography has been identified as a contributing factor for the 

response of immune cells, which becomes critically important under the 
inflammatory conditions in oral cavity [181]. Therefore, several recent 
studies focused on nanotopography of biomaterials to enhance their 
osteoimmunomodulatory properties [182,183]. A hierarchical- 
structured mineralized scaffold composed of PCL and gelatin nano-
fibers has been developed, with both anisotropic and isotropic nano-
fibrous surface topography. The anisotropic regions promoted 
macrophage M2 polarization by inducing morphological elongation and 
cytoskeletal changes, while isotropic regions favored osteogenesis, 
leading to better performance compared with commercial products such 
as Bio-Oss® and Bio-Guide® in regenerating rat alveolar bone defects 
[183]. Another study fabricated biomimetic HA structures in scaffolds as 
nanorods, which closely resemble the nanomorphology of natural HA 
crystals in bone [109,184]. Among nanorods with diverse aspect ratios, 
the one crystallized at 100 ◦C exhibited superior osteogenesis and 
immunomodulation ability toward IL-22-producing T cells compared to 
traditional irregular granules, and stimulated repair of injured mandi-
bles (Fig. 19) [182]. These structural modifications at nanoscale could 
be combined with other improvements when designing scaffolds for 
maxillofacial bone tissue engineering. 

5. Challenges and future prospects 

The field of biomaterial sciences and tissue engineering has wit-
nessed remarkable progress, shifting the focus from bone repair to bone 
regeneration. Numerous studies have explored the use of new bio-
materials with enhanced functionality. Maxillofacial bone possesses 
unique structural, mechanical, and biological properties, and the char-
acteristics of BMSCs also vary depending on the specific location. 
However, most existing studies investigating novel biomaterials for 
bone engineering primarily focus on long bones or employ animal 
models utilizing the cranium, raising a pressing need to summarize 
existing researches specifically targeting maxillofacial bone defects, and 
drive more efforts in this field. In this review, we comprehensively 
examine recent developments in biomaterial scaffolds for maxillofacial 
bone tissue engineering including both clinical and laboratory studies. 
By consolidating current knowledge, this review aims to enhance our 
understanding and stimulate future research in this critical area. 

Despite the promising potential of various biomaterials in treating 
maxillofacial bone defects, current clinical studies face significant lim-
itations that impede progress in assessing the safety and efficacy of these 
materials. Common limitations include short follow-up periods, small 
sample sizes, absence of control groups, inconsistent baseline conditions 
of subjects, and unspecified differences in treatment protocols. Contro-
versies regarding the safety and efficacy of these materials throw chal-
lenges in defining their precise indications and contraindications. 
Consequently, there is a pressing need for high-quality clinical studies to 
strengthen the evidence base and facilitate more accurate conclusions 
regarding the use of biomaterials for maxillofacial bone defects. 

A wide range of biomaterials for maxillofacial bone tissue engi-
neering are currently being developed with innovative modifications 
like drug loading, customization, structural modifications, and smart 
physical responsiveness. Although promising progress has been shown, 
certain limitations remain to be noted. In terms of study strategies, most 
experimental studies have primarily focused on evaluating the structure 
of newly formed bone tissue. However, important questions regarding 
whether the rate of biomaterial degradation aligns with the rate of tissue 
regeneration, and whether the newly formed bone can effectively 
withstand masticatory stress and other physiological conditions, remain 
unanswered. Additionally, several in vivo studies have utilized extraoral 
animal models, such as the commonly employed cranial bone defect 
model. Nevertheless, it is essential to prioritize intraoral models for 
better assessment of their applications in the maxillofacial region. 

Regarding the future development of scaffolds, it is necessary to 
consider multiple aspects simultaneously during the design process. 
These aspects include surface topology, load-bearing capacity, 
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osteogenesis, and other factors that are currently lacking in a significant 
portion of the existing research. Addressing these aspects will pose 
challenges for future attempts. Furthermore, tailored biomaterials may 
be required to fulfill specific functions based on different clinical situ-
ations. For example, antibacterial properties may be necessary for 
periodontal bone regeneration, and diverse load-bearing requirements 
may exist for different areas within the maxillofacial region. These 
unique needs in maxillofacial region remain unsolved. 

Overall, to translate preclinical studies into clinical applications, 
practical considerations such as manufacturing, cost, and batch-to-batch 
consistency of these novel biomaterials must be taken into account. 
Recently, there have been novel efforts to develop green and environ-
mentally friendly biomaterials by utilizing raw materials such as egg-
shells, animal waste, agro-waste, plant-derived components, and other 
natural components [185–188]. These organic wastes are typically 
low-cost and readily available bioactive materials, and exhibit good in 
vivo biocompatibility and desirable osteogenic properties, which could 
be further explored in future studies. With the advancements in fabri-
cation technology and novel modified biomaterials, significant progress 
in developing biomaterials for maxillofacial bone tissue regeneration is 
imminent, from the lab bench to chairside practice. 
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